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FAMILY & WEALTH
RESIDENCY & CITIZENSHIP

Bearing in mind succession, philanthropic and estate planning objectives, Chetcuti 
Cauchi helps HNW families structure their family wealth and business interests in a 
sustainable legal and tax optimised manner. We also help set up family investment 
and co-investment platforms and help implement listing and exit strategies.

Immigration practice specialising in Residency & Citizenship in Malta and Cyprus. 
Pre-immigration tax planning, concierge and relocation services.

YACHTS & AIRCRAFT
Our Transport Law practice group is geared to provide assistance with pleasure 
and commercial yacht registrations and aircraft licensing under the Malta flag. Our 
lawyers offer all-round assistance to clients wishing to undertake this process. 
Chetcuti Cauchi holds strong ties with surveyors, yacht management companies, 
financial institutions, insurance companies and banks which allow it to provide a 
one stop-shop service from Malta. 

DR JEAN-PHILIPPE 
CHETCUTI

We have grown out of a commitment to be different. We 
have created a unique environment where nothing is taken 
for granted. Tried and tested practices are continuously 
subjected to creative and innovative revision. Business 
savviness and professional ambitions co-mingle with 
sound values of excellence, integrity and transparency. 

OUR DRIVING FORCE

TAX
Chetcuti Cauchi’s Tax Advisory practice group is a respected boutique tax advisory 
practice specialising exclusively in tax advisory matters while benefiting from the 
firm’s access to all other related legal and financial disciplines. Our tax advisory 
experience ranges from corporate and personal tax, property tax and value-added 
tax, through to e-commerce tax, energy tax, trusts and estate planning, investment 
funds tax and tax disputes. MR KENNETH CAMILLERI 

SENIOR PARTNER
kac@cclex.com 

MS MICHELLE DE MARIA 

PARTNER
mdemaria@cclex.com  

MANAGING PARTNER
jpc@cclex.com

DR SILVANA ZAMMIT 

PARTNER
szammit@cclex.com  

Malta
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London
Zürich
Hong Kong
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
Our specialised Financial Services practice consists of a multi-disciplinary team of 
lawyers, accountants and tax specialists drawn from our banking, capital markets, 
investment services, fund services, insurance, corporate, tax, and real estate 
practices. Our professionals have an unrivalled breadth and depth of experience 
working with a broad range of financial services institutions, credit institutions, 
insurance companies, funds and investment services companies. Our specialist 
expertise and financial services knowledge enables our advisors to provide 
results-driven commercial advice to these financial entities on some of their most 
complex transactions and to help them address some of their most challenging  
business issues.

CORPORATE LAW & FINANCE
Our Corporate & Finance practice ranges from small privately held businesses to 
multinational companies. We counsel these clients in complex transactions including 
mergers, sales and purchases of shares and assets, tender offers, exchange offers, 
and leveraged buy-outs. 

Our company lawyers advise on mergers and acquisitions, divisions, and 
reorganisations, whether or not motivated by tax planning considerations. The firm 
has also provided advice in relation to issues of corporate governance and general 
company law matters under Maltese and Cypriot company law and have advised
directors and other company officers as to their obligations.

IP, GAMING & TECHNOLOGY
Our IP, ICT & Gaming practice adopts a rounded approach to the legal needs of our 
clients by tapping into our wider, fully integrated firm-wide services. Working closely
with our Corporate, Intellectual Property and Tax teams, we offer an all-inclusive 
and holistic service to our client’s that is in line with the client’s intricate personal 
and business legal requirements. Our IP, ICT & Gaming Practice is renowned for 
its problem-solving stance. We seek to tackle issues through a pragmatic and 
organised approach, hence ensuring the success of our plan of action. We thrive 
on challenge and its demands on our knowledge and judgement.
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“Chetcuti Cauchi are long-standing and well respected 
members of MSI Global Alliance. As a senior partner in the 
firm, Maria has been instrumental in the provision of high quality, 
responsive service to other members of MSI and their clients 
and we highly value her involvement and commitment.”

James Mendelssohn, Chairman
MSI Global Alliance

“Perfect profile for servicing private client needs, with a 
very high level of professional services and quick reaction 
to queries. One of the best providers to work with in Malta.”

Elene Bruggisser,
Managing Director at Family Office Services (FOS) Pte Ltd

“Jean-Philippe was a key advisor to me on the general European 
and in particular Maltese related tax, legal, accounting and 
secretarial aspects of a rather complex corporate group 
structure. We were operating in an extremely dynamic situation, 
and I was most grateful for his patience and understanding 
when we had to scrap the last idea and start all over again. 
He is highly professional, responsive and is excellent at finding 
practical solutions to difficult situations, whatever the time of 
day or night. He also has an excellent relationship with his team, 
and the service provided by his firm is intelligent, joined up 
and seamless. He is good humoured and imminently likeable 
and I look forward to working with him again in the future”.

Marie Joyce
Group Commercial Director at NTR plc

Multi-Disciplinary: 
Legal, Tax & Corporate

Commercially Aware, 
Results Oriented

Big Firm Expertise, 
Personal Service

Practical, Problem 
Solving

Chambers &  
Partners Tier 1

MALTA
120 Chetcuti Cauchi 
Lower St Ursula Street
Valletta VLT1236 Malta 
Tel: +356 2205 6200

CYPRUS
 Nicosia
Tel: +357 2203 0262

LONDON
259 Temple Chambers 
3-7 Temple Avenue 
London EC4Y 0HP UK
Tel: +44 20 7583 9433

WHY US?
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ZURICH
Seehofstrasse 4 
Zürich, CH-8008
Switzerland
Tel: +41 445 087 172

HONG KONG
66/F, The center 99, 
Queens Road Central 
Hong Kong, 
Tel: +852 3965 3015


